
ON THE NUMBERS <p(an±bn)

A. ROTKIEWICZ

The Euler <p-function, <p(m), denotes the number of positive integers

not greater than m which are relatively prime to m. N. G. Guderson

(see [l ]) generalizing the result of U. Scarpis (see [2 ]), that re | cp(pn — 1),

shows that, if a>b, and reí = the product of the distinct prime factors

of re, then

re2 . .
,— | (j)(an — bn),   also    n\ <b(an + bn).
m

We shall prove an even more general theorem as follows:

Theorem 1. If a, b, re, are natural numbers, a>b, w^l, and 6(n)

denotes the number of divisors of re, then

(1) ««(»)/2|^(aB- b").

We give here a proof of Theorem 1 based on the following theorem

(see [3]).

Theorem T. 2/ a, b, re are natural numbers, a>b, (a, b) = 1, «>2,

then an — bn is divisible by at least one prime pn (so called "primitive

divisor") of the form nk-\-l, such that pn does not divide any of the inte-

gers ar — br (r=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , re —1); the case a = 2, 6 = 1, re = 6 provides

the sole exception.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let (a, b)=d>l,a>b, then a = aid,b = bid,

(ai, 6i) = l and ai>6i. Since if a|6, then <p(a)\<p(b), and a" — 6?|an — 6"

= dn(a1-b") it follows that <p(a"-b1)\d)(an-bn). Therefore we can

suppose that a, b are relatively prime.

1. Let (a, 6) = 1, a>6, 2\n.
By Theorem T for each 1 <i\ re, 2|re the number ai — bi has a prim-

itive divisor pi of the form ik-\-l such that pi does not divide ar — br

for 0 <r <i. It follows that (pi, p¡) = 1 for i>j.

Because (pi, p,) = (pj, pi), therefore (pi, p,) = l for ijij. So since

ai — bi\an — bn for i\n, we obtain

(2) II Pi\ a" - *",    where    (p{, p,) = 1 if i i*j.
Kiln

By Theorem T, pi for i>2, 2\n has the form ik + l, hence i\<p(pi) and

T[i<i\»'p(Pi)=<p(Th<i\«Pi)> since i1 °i. c-2, ■ ■ ■ , ak are relatively
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prime in pairs then 0(oi-O2 • • ■ ak)=<p(ai)-<p(a2) • • • <f>(ak). The

product of all divisors of n is n,Mlt, where 0(n) denotes the number

of divisors of n (see [4]).

From these remarks it follows that

(3) »»on-   JJ
l«|n

and Theorem 1 holds.

n *(*) = *( n *)u<a--»»:
Kiln \ Kiln       /

)

2. Suppose that 21 n and that pt does not exist. Then by Theorem

T, o = 2, 6=1, 6|n, hence

(4) "[[Pi I 2» - 1
Kil»

where pi denotes the primitive divisor of the number 2'— 1. Since for

61 ra, we have 2' — 11 2" — 1, also (2* — 1, pi) = 1 for i > 6, therefore from
(4) it follows that

n#(.)/i = Hi=36 n i i *(2« -1)-*( n p)
t|n Kiln \ Kiln      /

= *r(2«-D- n p.l i*(2» -1).
L Kiln       J

3. If 21 « and if Pi exists, then

„«(»m = 2- n
2<i|n

(a2-b2)-<p (Up)
\ 2<i|n       /

= <t,\(a*-V)- n#.l k(o"-o»)
L 2<i|n      J

because 2\<f>(n) for ra>2, at-b2^,a+b^2 + l = 3. Theorem 1 is thus

completely proved.

Example. By Guderson's Theorem, we have (2402/30) | <p(aM0-buo)

lor a>b, by Theorem 1,

1-2-3-4-5-Ó-8-10-12-15-16-20-24-30-40-48-60-80-120-240

= 240101 ¿(a240 - ¿î40)

By T a number ain — ¿>2n lor ra>l, (a, b) = l, a>b, has a primitive

divisor p2n of the form 2raife + l, except when o = 2, 6= 1, « = 3.

Since />2n|a2B-62B = (o"-6n)(aB4-6'') also p2n\a*-bx for 0<x<2ra,

therefore ptn\an+b*. If p2n\aT+b* for 0<x<ra, then p2n\a2'-bl!t for

0<x<2», which is impossible, because by hypothesis p2n is a primi-

tive divisor of o2n — p2n. Therefore,
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Theorem T'. If a, b, n are natural numbers, a>b, (a, 6) = 1, w>l,

then a"+6" is divisible by at least one prime p of the form 2nk + l, such

that p does not divide any of the integers ar+6r (r=l, 2, • • • , re —1);

the case a = 2, 6 = 1, « = 3 provides the only exception.

Theorem 2. 2/ a, 6, » are natural numbers, a>b, n = 2"-ni, where

(2, «0 = 1, a = 0, then

(4) (2«+*.»)»<».>"| ¿(a» + 6») for n*3-(2k+l),

(5) — (2«+i-w)»<»>'2|<KaB + 6")   /or re = 3-(2*4-1), (* = 1,2, • • • )•

This theorem follows from Theorem T' in the same manner that

Theorem 1 follows from Theorem T.
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